Use a little BETA MAGIC® and big odors disappear! Scientifically formulated for high-duty applications. Effectively counteracts malodors at landfill sites, in sewage treatment plants and lift stations, in garbage and refuse trucks and dumpsters, containers and compactors, incinerators, and other refuse disposal operations. For use in absorption and counteracting of odors.

**USE INSTRUCTIONS**

**WASTE CONTAINERS/DUMPSTERS:** Scatter 2 or 3 scoops per cubic yard of container capacity. Repeat after each service cycle. Keep lid closed during storage.

**TRASH CANS, CONTAINERS AND COMPACTORS:** Apply 2-3 tablespoons when empty and as needed.

**OUTDOORS:** Spread around and under dumpsters and apply onto liquid run-off puddles.

**LIQUID SPILLS:** BETA MAGIC® absorbs and contains odorous liquid spills for easy pick-up and disposal. Use rubber gloves while applying.

**ANIMAL CONTAINMENT (KENNELS & FARMS):** Liberally apply on and around excrement and sweep up into plastic trash bag. Keep away from animal feeding and contact feeding areas. Dispose of properly.

**FOOD PROCESSING WASTE:** From restaurants, hotels, hospitals, nursing homes, taverns, etc.

**TO CONTROL ORGANIC MALODORS:** From decomposing fish, seafood, poultry, meat and grease by-products.

**PEST CONTROL:** (Carrion) odors caused by animal carcass decomposition. Whenever possible apply BETA MAGIC® directly to carcasses and adjacent surfaces. If odor source is inaccessible, apply BETA MAGIC® as close to source as possible.

**EMESIS REMOVAL (VOMITUS):** Liberally apply on and around excrement and sweep up into plastic trash bag and dispose of properly.

**GHS HAZARD STATEMENTS:** May cause an allergic skin reaction. Harmful if inhaled. May cause damage to organs through prolonged or repeated exposure.

**GHS PRECAUTIONS:** Use only outdoors or in a well-ventilated area. Contaminated clothing should not be allowed out of workplace. Keep away from heat and open flame. Wear protective gloves and eye protection.

**FIRST AID MEASURES:** If on skin: Wash with plenty of soap and water. If skin irritation or rash occurs: Get medical attention. If inhaled: Remove to fresh air. Get medical attention if you feel unwell. If in eyes: Get immediate medical attention. If swallowed: Do not induce vomiting. Immediately call a Poison center or doctor/physician. Wash contaminated clothing before reuse.

**STORAGE:** Store in a well ventilated, cool place.

**DISPOSAL:** Dispose of contents/container in accordance with Local, State, Federal and International regulations.

Consult SDS for further information

**MADE IN THE USA**

**FOR PROFESSIONAL USE ONLY**

**DO NOT ALLOW BETA MAGIC® TO CONTACT ENAMELED, LACQUERED, PAINTED, THERMOPLASTIC OR VINYL SURFACES. Refer to SDS for further cautions.**

**CONTAINS:** Dry Absorbent Earthen Granular Media, Odor Counteractant Fragrance.

**FRAG RANGE MAY VARY**

Distributed by:

**AN EXCLUSIVE PRODUCT OF:**

**BETA TECHNOLOGY, INC**

Corporate Headquarters
P.O. BOX 21868
HOUSTON, TX 77218-8686

**KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN**

**KEEP AWAY FROM HEAT AND OPEN FLAME**

**WARNING**

**CAUTION:** MAY BE IRRITATING TO SENSITIVE SKIN. AIRBORNE PARTICLES MAY BE IRRITATING TO THROAT AND LUNGS. INGESTION MAY HAVE ADVERSE HEALTH EFFECTS. REFER TO SAFETY DATA SHEET. WEAR GOGGLES IN WINDY AREAS. WASH HANDS AFTER HANDLING.

**IMPORTANT NOTICE TO PURCHASER:** The following warranty is in lieu of all other expressed or implied warranties; namely that this product is manufactured with first class materials and under the most rigid quality controls. Liability of the manufacturer and/or distributor shall not exceed the purchase price of this container. Manufacturer and/or vendor assumes no responsibility expressed or implied for results of misuse, misapplication and/or injury that might be sustained.